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THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE NEW MEXICAN
GREAT HOUSE IN THE NOVELS OF
HARVEY FERGUSSON: A CLASSICAL EXAMPLE

OF ANGLO-AMERICAN ETHNOCENTRICITY

ARTHUR G. PBTIlT

ONE OF THE major subjects in Southwestern literature in recent
years has been the rapid decline of the Hispano position through~
out the Southwest in the years prior to, and following, the Mexican
War; No. modern writer has excavated the crumbling ruins of the
great houses of New Mexico with more thoroughness than the late
Harvey Fergusson (1890-1971). Fergusson's career as a South~
western writer spanned more than one-quarter century and was -hy
no means confined to filling in the foundations of the New
Mexican great house and offering commentary on how and why
they were brought down. The central theme in all his Southwestern novels-a theme that amounted to an article of faith-is that
man must contInually struggle to fulfill his personal "destiny."
"Destiny" and "Fate" were critical words in Fergusson's vocabulary. Each of his major protagonists seeks to fulfill his independent destiny by staking out a personal preserve of power; The indispenSable ingredient in the struggle for power is the competitive
spirit. "Destiny," "Conquest," and "Kingdom" forni the combative
trinity before which Fergusson's admirable protagonists bow down
in homage,payingheed to such guiding commandments as power
and position, duty and responsibility, initiative and ambition, enterprise and energy. His less ambitious characters- are drifters,
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loafers, and those who allow themselves to be conquered. Most of
Fergusson's Anglo-Saxon characters are men of patient courage and
conviction with more than a touch of the old-time heroics about
them. They labor to "conquer" something or someone, sometimes
ona grand scale, sometimes on a small one. The conquest may
consist of besting a male adversary or a female temptress; or it may
consist of accumulating land, money, political power, or social
prestige. Whatever the impetus, the accomplishment is both a
Illeans of personal fulfillment and-since man's natural impulse is
to stniggle toward the attainment of a difficult objective-an end
in itself.
In Fergusson's world not all cultures or ethnic groups are equally
gifted with the competitive spirit necessary to achieve power and
destiny. The characters in his books who seem to have less than his
full sympathy are either footloose misfits (often likeable but irresolute Irishmen) who wander through the Southwest seducing
women, or lazy Spanish-American ricos who amble through life
with no deeply felt goals and no conscious or directing purposes.
Indeed, racial conflict lies at the center of several of Fergusson's
Southwestern novels. Within that framework, the decline and fall
of the New Mexican great house provides the focus for each of
these novels-the action, the resolution, and the philosophicaldirection. In five novels spread over thirty-two years; Fergusson
honed to perfection his theme that the great houses of New Mexico
fell because the ricos were incapable of competing with the AngloSaxons-an assumption that reflects a Widely held Anglo-American
view. For Fergusson, the downfall of the ricos and the destruction
of their great houses was the result of complex social and economic
pressures which were beyond the power of the ricos to contest,
largely because these pressures were part of the Anglo-Saxon design of destiny while they were entirely alien to the New Mexican
ricos' pattern of society.
The central theme of Fergusson's great house novels is the social
and financial take-over of New Mexico by the destiny-minded
Anglo-Saxon trapper, or trader turned rancher, or merchant capitalist. In Wolf Song (1927), the first of a trilogy spanning one-
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half century in historical dme, the hero Sam Lash, "blonde buck in
hickory and homespun," is the archetypal mountain man who
traps beaver illegally, scalps Indians, drinks blood from slaughtered
horses while passing through dry country, and eats mules in the
winter when rations run low. Riding into Taos about 1830 with a
year's cache of furs taken from Mexican territory without a license,
Lash barges through a cockfight in 'the jammed street, scattering
chickens and Mexicans right and left, shouting: "Out of the way,
you greasers! ... Wash off the red stain of alegria that saves your
faces from the sun and . . . get ready for the big doin's." Thrown
into panic by this "hard-bitten, hazard-loving" gringo, the soft and
fat natives of Taos can do nothing but take shelter behind the
town's thick adobe walls that give off a "peculiar defiant stench of
life lived in sensuous untroubled squalor/' and pray for the day
when the buckskin barbarian will ride out of town.!
One of the New Mexican families so afflicted is the wealthy
Salazars who divide their days between sleeping,. praying; and
drinking endless cups of sweet chocolate beady with fat. Lola
Salazar, lovely white virgin of eighteen, is bound contractually to a
silk-suited rico aptly named Ambrosio Gutierrez, who squats "on
his purple hams" by the hour, singing verses about Lola's hair and
eyes, gradually working down as far as her arms where he is compelled by custom to halt and work back up again. Later, in the
evening, Ambrosio leaves Lola fastened to her pedestal and seeks
the sexual license permitted the New Mexican male:
Dressed in purple velvet. trimmed with silver braid, his flaring
trousers slit to show his white. linen drawers, he waltzed nimbly half
the night. Full of' music, wine and. desire he wandered about the
town with his fellows, twanging and singing unde.r windows until he
found a pillow to share. . . . He sinned much and for·the most 'part
pleasantly and every week he muttered in confessional the words that
brought him absolution and smoothed his path to paradise. 2

Lola, displeased with the prospect of marrying into a society that
tolerates male philandering while permitting husbands to sever
their wives' ears if they dare to do the same, peers from her bedroom
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prison one day and catches a glimpse of Sam Lash riding into
town. The two meet at a fandango which turns into a gringogreaser showdown,s and both fall in love at once-Lola with Lash's
blondness, strength, and rough ways; Lash with Lola's un-Mexican
fairness and stature. Protected by a phalanx of armed trappers;
Lash kidnaps the girl and carries her north to Bent's Fort, where
they are married. While he is away on a hunting trip, however, the
male Salazars ride north and repossess Lola, taking her back to her
townhouse prison. Outraged, Lash demands his wife back. On the
surface he pays a heavy price for reunion: the Salazars stipulate
that in exchange for Lola the heretic son-in-law must embrace the
Catholic faith, become a loyal Mexican citizen, and renounce his
wild ways. Actually, Lash gains far more than he loses. Believing
that the large tracts of wilderness land granted them long ago by
the Spanish crown are useless, the Salazars deed to Lash what they
regard as a worthless gift: full ownership and control of these farreaching lands. In doing so they hand over to a gringo upstart, who
has no intention of paying more than lip service to Catholicism
and Mexican citizenship, their last hold on a large part of the
Mexican Southwest.
Two years after he wrote Wolf Song, Fergusson published
another novel, In Those Days (1929), set in Albuquerque one-half
century later in the 1870S and 1880s. The military conquest of
New Mexico is a thing of the past, but the socioeconomic conquest
is proceeding by leaps and bounds. While the Anglo-Americans
sweat in the sun, the ricas wallow in l~ziness, self-pity, and decay.
Young Diego Aragon, heir to more acres than he has bothered to
count or see, passes his days drinking, gambling, and racing a
black stallion up and down the city streets. His one redeeming
trait, a penchant for foolhardy courage inherited from his conquistador forebears, gets him elected sheriff; but his occasional feats of
lone star prowess are offset by long periods of physical stagnation
and bureaucratic ineptitude.
Doling out jobs to relatives and refusing to jail any New Mexican citizen who bears the remotest connection to the prolific clan
of Aragon, Diego also practices a form of· law and order that does
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not comport with the Anglo-Saxon notion of that term. When he
warns an Irish troublemaker to leave town or be killed, .the smalltime badman, too drunk to remember the ultimatum, shoots up the
town and is found the next morning dangling from a rafter in'
front of the jail. Accused of killing the man without a fair trial first,
Diego Aragon is genuinely stunned. His duty, as he saw it, was to
tame the town; and he had performed that duty faithfully.
Beaten badly at the polls when he seeks re-election, Diego is
forced into premature retirement which in tum brings on premature. aging. Trying to compete with the Anglo-American in
romance as he earlier tried to compete in street war, he courts and
marries a blonde gringa who takes him for a ride through the rest
of his inheritance in a matter of months and then divorces him.
With his woman and' money gone, Diego forfeits the last hope of
finding a slot for himself in the Anglo-American system. BorroWing
and drinking heavily, he loses his lean aristocratic bearing, sells
most of his land, and falls heavily in debt. At the end of the novel
Diego Aragon, once-proud descendant of the dons and donas, is
reduced to a fat "greaser" squatting beside a potbellied stove in an
Anglo-American store in the rundown part of Albuquerque, telling
lies about the golden age of the ricos to anyone fool enough' to
listen.
I,n a parting word to the reader Fergusson makes it plain that the
decline and fall of Diego Aragon was a study in miniature of the
decline and fall of the great houses and the ricos who fell with
them. "Diego was not alone in his ruin," Fergusson remarks in the
novel's obituary to the rico race: "almost all of the old Mexican
families had lost their money and land, had fallen to pieces just as
their great houses had done." Like the mighty adobe walls of the
once-great Aragon hacienda, Diego and his kind melted and
crumbled "like sugar." Stripped of their sheep, horses, peons, and
pieces of silver, they fell prey to the Anglo-Saxons because they
lacked business acumen. Therefore thericos of New Mexico had
no serviceable place in the new Southwestern order. 4
The Blood of the Conquerors (192 I ), set in a small Southwestern city that resembles Albuquerque at the tum of the cen-
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tury, is Fergusson's only novel in which a native New Mexican is
the principal character. Ramon Delcasar, last scion of a once-proud
family of ricos who lost most of their land to the Anglo-Americans
through gambling, debt, and foreclosure, is seen by the surviving
Delcasars as the family's last hope for regaining a shred of its
former prestige and power. Lacking land to set the boy up as a
modern lord of the manor, the elder Delcasar sends Ramon to law
school in St. Louis-the first Delcasar in New Mexican history
reduced to practicing a profession. The family strategy is to employ
the talented Ramon to out-Anglo the gringos-to defeat them at
their own game by adopting Yankee principles of labor, thrift, and
material gain. Ramon seems well suited to the task, for Fergusson
reminds us repeatedly that he is no commonplace New Mexican:
tall and gray-eyed, Ramon is "no darker than are many Americans
bearing Anglo-Saxon names."
Returning to New Mexico with several athletic awards, a law
degree, and "a great desire to show the gringos what he could do,"
Ramon meets a lovely and empty-headed New Yark belle named
Julia Roth who is "awfully interested in Spanish people," and sets
himself to the task of amassing enough money and power to sue
for Julia's hand. Standing in his way is fat and wasted old Uncle
Diego Delcasar, a simpering Falstaffian figure who, like Diego
Aragon of In Those Days, began his career as a feared and respected sheriff but soon took to drink, poker, and blonde women,
and now passes his days telling obscene jokes and wenching his
way through the remains of the family fortune with alarming
speed. To shorten the wait for whatever is left of the family estate
when the dissolute Diego dies, Ramon hires a peon to shoot his
uncle from. ambush. The following day the Albuquerque newspapers mourn the passing of "One of the Last Great Spanish
Gentlemen of The Old School."5
Locking his entire $200,000 legacy into a power struggle for
control ofthe upper Rio Grande Valley against an Irish interloper
named McDougall, Ramon travels through the remote Hispano
villages, "preaching the race issue" and shouting, "death to the
gringo!" Then, with growing pangs of conscience, he tells Julia
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Roth's parents that he is not to be confused with "the common
pelados" ,of New Mexico, whose land he is trying to regain from
McDougall, because they once served his family as peons. Dimly
aware of the hypocrisy of publicly championing the Hispano and
privately plotting to marry a gringa, "Ramon fails in the betrayal.
Spumed by the Roths as a member of a tainted race, he abandons
all pretense as a man of the people and loses his Rio Grande
following overnight. Although he brieRy considers carrying off
Julia Roth in the manner of Sam Lash's abduction of Lola Salazar,
Ramon Delcasar is no mountain man. Like the rest of his group,
according to the Fergusson portrayal, he fails through lack oFnerve.
Selling most of his Rio Grande land to his rival McDougall,
Delcasarsplurges on diamonds, fancy clothes, and an expensive car,
rationalizing his crass behavior on the grounds that all men want
the same two things-blonde women. and money~and the only
way to survive is to take advantage of others before they take advantage of you. When Julia Roth inevitably tells Ramon that they
would not have "gotten along or anything" and leaves with her
parents for New York to marry a man of her own ethnic group and
class, Ramon follows the behavior of the uncle he despised and
plotted to kill. When we last see him, he is squatting on the sunny
side of a crumbling wall, in "a position any Mexican can hold for
hours," reading a letter from Julia Roth. BrieRy the letter stirs the
Rames of ambition, reminding Ramon of the contrast between the
once-great house of the Delcasar. family and his own >eroding
adobe shack, and the difference between the blondeJulia ,and his
common-law mestiza wife. 6 But the reminder itself taxes his
vagrant mental powers to the limit:
He saw in imagination 'the endless unvaried chain of his days stretching. before him, and he rebelled against it and knew not how to
break it.. '" He had tasted high aspiration, and desire bright and
transforming, and wild sweet joy. . ',' These things had been taken
away, and. . . he felt that he ought to do something, that he ought
not 'to submit~ But . . ., the spring sunshine soaked into his body. A
faint hum' of early insects lulled him. . . . He grew drowsy; his
dissatisfaction simmered down to a vague ache in the: background
of his consciousness. 7
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More than the Salazars in Wolf Song or Diego Arag6n of In
Those Days, Ram6n Delcasar is Fergusson's personification of the
decline of the New Mexican ricos. For Fergusson, always one of
the Southwest's outspoken champions of thrift and hard work,
Ram6n's decision "to trade hope and hazard for monotonous ease"
was irresponsible and reprehensible. Having aspired to serious
competition with the Anglo-American on the former's own terms,
he met defeat through the economic and emotional limitations and
liabilities of his race. Playing the Anglo-American game was as
disastrous for Ramon Delcasar as it had been for his immediate
ancestors. Since Fergusson's ricos do not come by initiative and
responsibility naturally,S their temporary spurts of energy are unleashed only by ephemeral motives-blonde women, fancy cars and
clothes, and unrealistic dreams of recovering the lost glory of their
race. Once the outside source of inspiration is gone, they revert to
their natural makeup. Longing to be gringos, yet despising themselves for the betrayal of their race, these grandsons and greatgrandsons of the dons finally reveal-according to the author's
analysis-that their veins contain less blood of the conquerors than
of the conquered.
Seen in retrospect, most of Fergusson's novels seem products of
an apprenticeship, a preparation for the climax of his career which
saw the publication of his two finest works, Grant of Kingdom
(1952) and The Conquest of Don Pedro (1954). In the preface
to Grant of Kingdom, Fergusson explained that the book grew out
of "the crumbling ruin of a great house" that he stumbled upon in
a remote valley in northern New Mexico, built by a Franco-American and, even in its decay, standing as a poignant reminder of
the awesome dimensions of the Anglo-American conquest of the
Hispanic Southwest. Like most of Fergusson's work, the characters and plot of Grant of Kingdom are burdened with a wider signi£icance. The novel employs as its unifying agent the history of
an immense Spanish land grant-patterned after the historical
Maxwell grant in New Mexico-and of the four men who struggled
to control it.
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The first of the four conquerors, a half-French, half-Scotch-Irish
trapper named Jean Ballard, meets and cOurts Consuelo Coronel,
daughter 6f one of the three or four richest New Mexicans in the
Taos region who owns fifty thousand horses and cattle and the
grandest great house in northern New Mexico. Consuelo holds the
same pedestal position within the stagnant Coronel family as Lola
held within th~ Salazar family in Wolf Song. Like Lola, she is tall
and fair, her skin "like the petal of a flower, all pink and white,"
with hazel eyes and a voluptuous figure that already suggests
incipient obesity. Like Lola Salazar, too, Consuelo has been betrothed since the age of six to a second cousin, and chafes over the
restrictions imposed by centuries of sexual suppression. TheCoronels, as wary of Ballard as the Salazars were of Sam Lash, try to
discourage the upstart gringo by subjecting' him to tedious hours of
chaperoned courting. As Fergusson explains the rico attitude:
They did not hate him as a person but they hated anything alien.
Faritily was everything to them. Their whole society was a great
family and it was organized to repel intrusion. They did not have to
insult him or reject him or even close a door to him. They could
freeZe him out and wait him out. He might come and sit and sip
chocolate for months and even for years and never pass any of the
barriers of custom and manner that were set up' against him. . . .
When it came to creating a situation full of vague proritiseand polite
delay; the Mexicans were artists. In this respect, as in others, there
was something feminine about all of them. 9

The Coronels realize too late, however, that they have vastly
underrated their personal enemy. Although Ballard sets about
courting Consuelo with the same persistence shown by Sam Lash,
he has far greater patience. Unlike Lash, who took the easy way
out by kidnapping Lola Salazar, Ballard is willing to put up with
the foolish New Mexican courting customs so long as they lead to
the desired end. With the aid of a professi6nal, coyote, a "high-class
pimp" who makes a living acting as intermediary in family disputes/o Ballard brings the Coronels to their knees with the one
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thing holier to the ricas than blood: money. The price he pays in
exchange for buying his way into the Coronel family is the same
small one paid by Sam Lash: nominal conversion to Catholicism
and acceptance of Mexican citizenship. In return Ballard receives
a "grant of kingdom" bestowed upon a Coronel ancestor by the
king of Spain, encompassing two thousand square miles of wilderness. Like Sam Lash, Ballard considers the grant an act of destiny.
With Consuela in tow, he leaves the soft slopes of the Coronel
hacienda to carve a cattle empire out of the harsh wilderness and
to build the same sort of American-style great house that Sam Lash
envisioned at the end of Wolf Song. Raising beef to feed the
Anglo-American miners, cowboys, and storeowners who soon infiltrate the region, Ballard becomes a wealthy man, exercising absolute though benevolent dominion over the English-speaking
ranchers and Spanish-speaking sheepherders who settle nearby. In
its heyday the house of Ballard becomes a social center for the
entire Southwest, presided over by a smiling despot and his thickening wife, who oversees the great house in the style of a great
lady.
Yet Ballard eventually finds that the conversion of his grant
from wilderness to garden has its bitter side. The early years of
building his kingdom, with its simple pleasures of work and thrift,
were the best. The later soft years that bring power and responsibility are less satisfying. Consuela grows fat and is replaced in bed
by a mestiza mistress. Beans and cheap wine give way to imported
Havanas and French cognac, and Ballard finds himself longing for
the younger and harder days. "A great gust of passion and energy
had struck this place," Fergusson writes of the early Ballard years;
then the gust had ''blown itself out and left in its wake the ruin of
a proud house and a legend in the memories of aging men."
Ballard himself, a self-confessed anachronism, finally realizes that
he spent twenty years "destroying one thing while he was building
another." In the name of progress and change he had done what he
could to dismantle the old New Mexican way of life, only to find
that he sorely missed it in old age. Shortly before his death, he
begins to fantasize about an idyllic past which, to his chagrin, he
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recognizes as the New Mexican great-house past that he helped to
destroy. On his deathbed, Ballard pronounces himself a fooP~
Fergusson's last novel, The Conquest of Don Pedro (1954), is
his most distinguished. The story of the mercenary "conquest" of
the drowsing New Mexican village of Don Pedro by Leo Mendes,
Jewish peddler turned storekeeper, is a rare tribute to the largely
ignored merchant who played a sizable role in conquering the
West. It is also Fergusson's most ambitious effort to explain how
and why the ricos of New Mexico were overthrown by the AngloAmerican invaders, and therefore deserves our close. attention.
The plot is disarmingly simple. Leo Mendes, a Portuguese Jew
born on Manhattan's East Side, migrates to the Southwest shortly
after the Civil War to cure his tuberculosis. A gentle and reflective
man of infinite patience and perseverance, Mendes lacks the burly
bravado and braggadocio of~he customary Western hero, including
Fergusson's Sam Lash. In a hind where success is measured by skill
with horses, guns, and women, Mendes rides a burro,· shuns
violence, avoids women most of the time, and refuses to buy or
bully his way into respectability by way of the usual trinity of land,
cattle, and sheep. Instead he gets rich selling merchandise behind
a counter. This mild-mannered man is a new kind of Western
hero, the unsung Jew who regards "all kinds of combat and contention as a gratuitous waste of human energy and peace of mind"
and conquers the country through "a delicate blend of expediency
and compassion." His personal gifts include a dark skin, a capacity
for "taking on the color of his environment without effort and
without conscious intention," and an ability to speak Spanish like
a native-gifts not conspicuous among the Anglo-American settlers
in the Hispanic Southwest. Sometimes taken for a native New
Mexican, Mendes has the good sense not to pretend to be one. As
a reward for his unpretentiousness, he is usually treated as if he
were a native New Mexican. 12
Expediency and comproniise are the keys to Mendes's peaceful
conquest of the aricient and crumbling New Mexican village of
Don Pedro, situated a few miles upriver from El Paso. Founded in
the late 1600s and long isOlated from the centers of Spanish,
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Mexican, and United States authority, the sleepy town has retained an Old World charm-"old walls, old trees, old songs and
stories, old feuds and hatreds." Mendes's "invasion" of Don Pedro
begins innocently enough and with consummate decency. Arriving
in late summer at high noon, he stops short of the town to await
the end of the long siesta hours before disturbing the inhabitants.
111 half~conscious mockery of the fiery conquistadors who came
before him, Mendes rides into battle not with horse and cannon
but with a burro and a handful of trinkets. Against such alien
combinations of patience and persuasion, resistance and resilience,
the New Mexican inhabitants of Don Pedro stand no chance.
Setting up a tienda barata (an economical store) to rival the
tienda de raya (the company store) operated by the region's greathouse baron, Don Agustin Vierra, Mendes undercuts his competitor by lowering prices and extending long-term credit. Later he
makes up the loss by selling beef and grain for high profit to the
United States soldiers at the nearby fort. Within three years his
store is famed throughout the Southwest, serving fully one-third
of the territory of New Mexico. Leo Mendes, former itinerant
peddler, is now Don Leo Mendes who rides a Kentucky pacer,
builds a great house, and forms the same alliance between the
emerging Anglo-American order and the New Mexican ricos as
Ballard did in Grant of Kingdom. Assuming many of the trappings
of the New Mexican gentleman, Mendes comes to represent a kind
of catalytic agency between the two societies. He dines with the
United States soldiers at the nearby fort and also with the ricas of
the RIO Grande Valley-the G6ngoras and the Romeros, the Bacas
and the Sandovals; and, eventually, even the Vierras, who,
through laziness and ineptitude, also fall under Mendes's financial
control. The astonishingly rapid "conquest" of Don Pedro, which
began modestly in the late 1870S as part of Leo Mendes's personal
triumph over his undistinguished past, has expanded by the early
I 880s into the social and financial transformation of a considerable
part of the Mexican Southwest. 13
At the peak of his power Mendes adds insult to injury by taking
Don AgustIn Vierra's wife, Dona Marfa Guadalupe Vierra, as his
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mistress. A hard and bitter woman of .good family, married con-:
tnictually in the full bloom ofyouth and set down inthe middle of
the"heat; flies andJn'dians"; pfsouthein New·Mexico,.Doi\aLupe
is ,already 'beginning to take on the' harsh andwriBkled outlines of
the landscape. To beat back-the erosions orage and boiedom.;she
takes tip With Leo 1V1;endesas the town's single source. of energy
and ambition. The affair isastoriny one. Strong~willedand dis~
satisfied, DonaLupe is even more inercurial than most. New
Mexican :dark ladies, dispensing alternate doses of love and hatred.
that keep Mendes in a constant state of confusion over· what her
next mood will be. Unfettered by puritanical restrictions;' Dona
Lupe is aniasterful artist, oflove; the heir of a "great and ancient
erotic tradition", that begins with "thefiist faint smile of flirtation"
and ends with ,'fthe final spasm.".
She is by no means alQrie. Th<7Jurpulent affair ofLeoMendes
and Dona Lupe Vierra serves, as point of departure for Fergusson's
sweeping generalizations about New 'Mexic:m 'promiscuity and
sexuality; Early in thenovel,shortlyafteraqiving in SaritaFe
fromM~mhattan,.Mendes inadverteptly stum.bles upon apAngl~
American soldiei~md ,aNew Mexican girl grapplingon the gro~nd
in the' main plaza late .atriight, and the "gutteral fury" of their
lovemaking leaves him shaken.. Always inclined to philosophize,
Mendes concludes that the warlike coupling of the s,oldier alld the
whore is nQthing less than th~passionateunion oHwo hostile races,
"as though conqueror and the conquered- struggled violently to
become one." For,,'Fergusson;the sexual behavior of the AngloAmerican conqueror and the New Mexican Gonquered is nothing
less than a,symbolic repetition qf the earlier militaryconquest-tht;
active male role repr~sentingaggressive Anglo-Arneric:m entry, the
female rolere-eh:'lctingthepassiv¢ New Mexican, reception of the
conqueror. SUGh sexual conduct resem.bles a see-saw pa,ttern of love
and hate, desire and disgust. Of ,the two races, h()wever;it. is ;the
conquered· New Mexican who bears Fergusson's stigmata f()f
promiscuo~s behavior. Less inhibited than the Anglcr-Sa)(ons, the
New Mexicans of both ~exesand all cl:lss pr:actice ast:lggepng,
amount of license that bothers no one, even the clergy. Since theSe

es
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rollickirig children are both passionate alid pious, they are able to
strike a reasonable compromise between eroticism and piety by
sinning six days a week and repenting on the seventh. This convenient custom 'constitutes a mutually advantageous social contract,
bringing pleasure to the people and patronage to the Church. 14
The custom, according to Fergusson, also gets Leo Mendes into
embarrassing financial and social difficulties. As banker, broker,
and lover to the house of Vierra, Mendes soon finds himself
caught up in an ancient feudal order which gives him no peace.
His mistress Dona Lupe delights in reminding him that her husband Don' Agustin, onetime great man of Don Pedro; is now
essentially Mendes's peon. In the process of becoming "deeply
en:tangled in: a prickly thicket of need and desire, of obligation and
demand," Mendes locks himself into a situation which he can no
longer control. The conquering peddler has become the prisoner
of his own conquest, and he pays for it dearly. After a decade of
unbroken prosperity, Mendes makes the mistake of falling in love
with the Vierra's sixteen-year-old niece Magdalena, whom he had
educated as a child into the Anglo-American way of doing things.
Concluding his stormy affair with Dona Lupe, he' marries Mag-o
dalena only to find that he has linked himself with a half-Americanized, half-Hispanicized freak of his own making, ,a complex
woman whose physical and emotional traits range from New
Mexican beauty and passion to Anglo-American intelligence and
ambition. The result is more than Mendes can handle.
Using her liberated status a's the wife of a gringo Jew to rebel
agdinst the dciublesexual standard of New Mexican society, Magdalena Mendes throws elaborate great-house parties and openly
Rirts with her many admirers. One of these, a gun-toting, greaserhating cowboy named Robert Coppinger, woos Magdalena away
from her husband. Faced with his wife's infidelity, Mendes is also
fa~ed with the irony that his career as conqueror has come full
Circle. Ha.vingonce "conquered" the wife of the town's leading
aristocrat, he has now been "conquered" by an Anglo:-Saxon
upstart who, in seducing his wife, replaces Mendes himself as the
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new ruler of the old New Mexican order, of which Mendes himself is now a subsidiary part. 15
Fully aware that- the mantle of conqueror has passed to a younger
and more unscrupulous successor, Mendes makes a characteristic'
compromise. If the greedy Coppinger will consent to surrender the
deed to a nearby saIl' flat which he finagled from the state of Texas
-the one source of salt for all southern New Mexico that has been
used communally for centuries-he can have Mendes's wife. The
salt lick is returned to the territory of New Mexico, and Mendes,
having lost his one close tie to the New Mexican order through the
loss of 'his wife, finally admits to himself that the society of the
ricos~ "with its romantic desperations, its horse pistols and daggers,
its cult of passionate sin and belligerent honor," is not for him
after all.' Like other characters in Anglo-Saxon literature who flee
their horrie ground to live with the natives of a sunbathed paradise
only to find that sunshine and sleep are' not enough; LeoMend~s
quits smalltown life, turns his great house over to Magdalena, and
flees to the Anglo-AmeriCan boomtown of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
where he becomes part owner of a large merchandising firm. For a
man of talent and ambition,the life that momentarily charmed al}d
challenged him eventually proved too confining. 16
.
As a chronicle of the self-sufficient merchant-entrepreneur who
shaped the commercial destiny of the Southwest, The Conquest of
Don Pedro stands alone in American writing-the culmination of '
Fergusson's thirty years' worth of great-house commentary. Th~lt
commentary stretches from trapper Sam Lash's seizure of rico
property, through the loss of the Aragon and Delcasar great~house
estates,to the creation of new gr,eat-househaciendas by trappermerchant Jean Ballard and peddler-merchant Leo Mendes. In
chronology and in degree of commitment ,t~ wresting the great
houses from the native New Mexicans, 'Sam Lash occupies one
end of Fergusson's sociOeconomic spectrum and Leo Mendes the
other, with Ballard in between but closer to Mendes. The most
significant morahtmbiguity' is that both Ballard ~nd Mendes' eventually, c~me to'question their motives, their actions; and the results.
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The point is an unsettling one: it suggests that the more civilized
Fergusson's heroes become and the more complete their conquest
of the old order, the more they long for, what they destroyed and
the more they begin to question what they wrought.
Yet there can be no question that for Fergusson the assets
accrued to the Anglo-American conquest far outstripped the liabilities. His empire builders experience self-doubts, but they do so
precisely because they are men of conscience who realize that the
creation ofa new order is always attended by the destruction of
something worth preserving. That is unfortunate, but the best one,
can hope is to have compassionate conquerors who, like Ballard
and Mendes, leaven the improvements they make with liberal
doses of self-effacing skepticism. The desirability, as well as the
inevitability, of economic and social change is never questioned.
Change, and the rejection of laziness and sloth, are the main
themes in Fergusson'swriting. 17
The question is whether this philosophical stance, as applied to
thericos of New Mexico, was too severe. It probably was. In
assessing the ricos, Fergusson was guilty of positing one set of cultural values, namely his own, to pass judgment on another set. If
we read the Salazars, the Arag6ns, the Coronels, and the Vierras
as representative figures of a cultural group, and Sam Lash, Jean
Ballard, and Leo Mendes as representatives of another, we gain the
impression that the destiny of the Southwest as a region of primitivism or progressivism will be determined by the extent to which
it is seized from the hands of one group and placed in the hands of
the other.
To accuse Fergusson of practicing a conscious code of "racism"
in his thirty-year pursuit of the decline and fall of the great house
is to miss entirely what he was trying to say. It is certainly true that
he did not possess the deep sympathy for the New Mexican people
that other (and lesser) Southwestern writers have displayed in
recent years. Fergusson was concerned primarily with the special
gifts of the Anglo-Saxon race as he saw them, and only secondarily
with the defects of the New Mexican ricos as he saw them. In this
sense, his New Mexican novels are a classical example of Anglo-
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Aniericanethnocentricity; that is, they are novels which convey
the emotional' attitude that one's own race, nation, or cultUre is
superior to all others. 'For FergUsson,' the, economic and cultural
superiority of the Anglo-American over the native New Mexican
was a basic assumption. His great-house writing is really a series of
novelistic sermons about an inevitable social and economic turnover that just happened to be an ethnic one as well. FergUsson
seems to bE; telling us-somewhat bluntly-that regions, like men,
have their life cycles. In the case of New Mexico, one ethnic
group of people stood in the path of another and was removed
from po'wer..,-the tieD permanently, the majority of the Hispanos,
asit turned out, only temporafily.Nowhere in FergUsson's writing
does he s~maware that when the Hispanos became Anglicized,
they might-as they in fact did-compete on an equal basis with
the Anglo·:Amerkans.
The historical value of FergUsson's writings is that they have
accentuated already existing anti-Mexican feelings' among the
Angla:-Americans. Mercifully; FergUsson's death in 1971 largely
.sparedhim' the' spectacle of watching his ethnocentricity crash
down about him in the late J 960s and 1970s. It was during this
period that a sizable number of young Anglo-Americans, especially
college students; began to exhibit certain signs of "decay" much
like that of ~he ricos. In essence the ethnic selectivity of his general
thesi~hasbeen destroyed. Nowhere in his scheineof things is
there ally indication that ail entire generation of Anglo-Americans
might lose their competitive spirit, their drive for power and posi'.
h'·
' 0 f' "D'
. " "C'onquest, "an
d "K'
tlOn,J
elr concept
. estmy,"
'mgdom. " 0 ne
is 'left tospeculat~0f how Fergusson's ethnocentricity 'might have
fared had he written his last novels in the ,early 1970S rather than
the 'early '1950S.Might his artistic integrity have demanded that
he take a se~ond l,oak at his own f\.nglo-Saxon ethnic group as a
"faJlen" one? And, if so; might he also have felt compelled to take
a second look at the ethnic grouphe unwittingly maligned? Speculationaside; the fact remains that fot FergUsson the crux of the
matter was that the New Mexican' rico, with his crumbling great
houses, lacked the competitive spirit that FergUsson viewed almost
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as an Anglo-Saxon monopoly. That the native New Mexican
stood in the path of Anglo-American "Destiny," "Conquest," and
"Kingdom" was not his fault. For Fergusson, it was merely his
misfortune.
NOTES
I. Harvey Fergusson, Wolf Song (New York, 1927), p. 25.
2. Ibid., pp. 12-13,46-60.
3. In Grant of Kingdom (New York, 1950), pp. 128-29, Fergusson relatesan incident similar to the Taos dance hall fight in Wolf Song. When
a pretty Mexican girl shows partiality to an American trapper on the dance
floor,
besotted Mexican rival draws a blade hidden in his sock; the
American simply swings his fist "in good Anglo-Saxon fashion," and boots
the Mexican out of the dance hall.
4. Harvey Fergusson, In Those Days (New York, 1929), pp. 54-55,
145,237-4°.
5· Ibid., pp. 8-90.
6. In Fergusson, In Those Days, p. 44, an Anglo businessman in
Albuquerque warns a friend of the dangers of associating too intimately
with mestiza women: "a Mexican girl . . . don't egg . . . [a man] on
-a white woman would. . . . It's a lazy country and it makes a man
lazy. When everything comes easy you jest rot."
7. Harvey Fergusson, The Blood of the Conquerors (New York,
19 22 ),pp. 51,154,187,264-66.
8. In his nonfictional history of New" Mexico, Rio Grande (New
York, 1933), p. 116, Fergusson elaborates on New Mexican dependency:
"If, you hire a Mexican to work for you he is likely to, regard you as a
potential source of all things needed and to become a somewhat importunate solicitor of favors. Give him half a chance and he will get himself
into your debt and stay there. In a word, he will relapse into peonage."
'9· Fergusson, Grant of Kingdom, pp. 4-6, 12-13,3°-49.
10. '''A coyote, in Mexican parlance, is a negotiator, one who arranges
difficult matters and always for a price. All Mexican society abounds in
coyotes. . . . For the Mexicans, are not a direct people, they are deviously
and elaborately indirect. They love both ceremony and intrigue for their
own sakes, and they hate the blunt and the obvious. . . . Almost anything may be arral1ged in a Mexican town if you can find the right
coyote," Fergusson, Grant of Kingdom, p. 47.
I I ~ Ibid., pp. 50-55,60"87, 108-12, 150-55.
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12. Harvey Fergusson, The Conquest of Don Pedro (New York,
1954), pp. 3- 10.
13· Ibid., pp. 12-15, 23~24, 95-101.
14· Ibid.,pp., 129, 139-53, IT2.- 89·
15· Ibid., pp. 19°-213,249-5°.
16. In. Fergusson~s Footloose McGarnigal(New York, 1930), the hero
Alex McGarnigal, a dissatls~ed employee in a New York engineeripg firm,
flees responsibility and goes West to knock about with a colony of artists
and loaf as a ranger in the Forest Service. Eventually he repents his vagabond ways and prepares to return to New York as a mature and dutiful
man. In The Life of Riley (New York, 1937), p. 59, the likable but dissolute Irishman Morgan RIley who ogles voluptuous New Mexican women,
wishing "that he would become a Mexican, at least for a while-that he
could change his skin and his language and go among Mexican girls-he
knew they were different" is not so fortunate as Alex McGarnigal. By the
time he emerges from dissipation in middle age, it is too late.
17. Fergusson's overriding theme of desirable economic and social
change is-intImately tied to his own family history. His personal hero was
his grandfather, an early trader on the Santa Fe Trail and a successful
merchant-pioneer, and his novels are replete with the type. I am indebted
to James' K. Folsom's summary of Fergusson's career in Harvey FergusSon,
Southwest Writers Series no. 20 (Austin, 1969); pp. 37-40; to William T.
Pilkington, "The Southwestern Novels of Harvey Fergusson," New
Mexico Quarterly 35 (Winter 1965): 331-36; to Cecil Robinson's discussion
of Fergusson in With the Ears of Strangers (Tucson, 1963), pp. 75-77, 8284, 156-59, 297-98; and especially to Robinson's "Legend of Destiny: The
American Southwest in the Novels of Harvey Fergusson," ·The American
West 4 (Nov. 1967): 16-18,67-68.

